Determination of the accessible volume and the interaction parameter in the adsorption mode of liquid chromatography.
The main physical parameters in liquid chromatography of oligomers-the accessible volume and the adsorption interaction parameter-are discussed. It is shown, that in liquid adsorption chromatography (LAC) there is a linear relation between elution volume and the distance of two subsequent peaks of a homologous series. From the intercept of the regression lines in such a plot the accessible volume can be easily determined at any mobile phase in LAC (corresponding to conditions of weak or strong adsorption) without any information about the molar mass of the peaks. From the slope of this dependence the adsorption interaction parameter of a given repeat unit can be obtained. The accurate determination of the accessible volume and the adsorption interaction parameter in the LAC regime is presented for PEG, PPG and fatty alcohols on various reversed phase columns with different pore size in methanol-water or acetone-water mobile phases. The difference between the void volume, the dead volume or hold-up volume (from the solvent peak position) and the accessible volume (obtained by this procedure) is discussed.